
I
n the past, the Caribbean private
island experience offered by the
biggest cruise lines was just that: a
secluded island in the Bahamas
stocked with beach chairs, loungers,

and drinks. It was enough for most cruise
lines to simply include this stop as a beach
day, a chance for passengers to spend
some unencumbered fun in the sun.

Today, the private island experience is
becoming far more elaborate and
increasingly serves as a revenue-generating
source for cruise lines. Companies are
pumping millions of dollars into making
these small islands into a veritable extension
of the overall cruise experience, complete
with internet access, food and beverage
service, and the latest attractions. Concrete
dock aprons are replacing slow and
unreliable tender service. But as the
attractions on these islands grow, so do the
crowds of cruise passengers flocking to
them.

Next-generation attractions
Today’s private island has to be more

than just sandy beaches and swaying palm
trees. More than ever, cruise lines are taking
an “island-as-theme-park” approach to the
design, construction, and development of
these spaces, turning them into world-class
destinations in their own right.

Consider Royal Caribbean. The line
spent US$250 million transforming its
CocoCay private island into the all-new
“Perfect Day at CocoCay”, which came
complete with several firsts: the tallest
waterslide in North America, a hot-air
balloon that travels 450 feet in the air, and
the largest freshwater swimming pool in the
Caribbean. That’s not to mention the
plethora of waterslides, food and beverage
venues, and alternative diversions that the

line constructed. 
“Guests are investing in experiences

and tend to make choices based on the
emotional benefits of quality time away,”
Claudia Diaz-Gonzalez, director of private
island development at Royal Caribbean
International, told CruiseTimes. “Vacation
time is precious, and travellers have high
expectations and more options than ever
before. Knowing this, Royal Caribbean
made a multibillion-dollar investment in its
guests – and the next generation of cruisers.

“Most recently at Perfect Day at
CocoCay, we launched Coco Beach Club,
an exclusive beach club escape with the
first floating cabanas in the Bahamas and
chic beachside cabanas – each complete
with a dedicated attendant – a private
restaurant serving a more upscale yet
simply delicious menu, beach, and infinity
pool.”

Diaz-Gonzalez noted that the
development of Perfect Day at CocoCay
wasn’t just aimed at the cruise industry;
instead, Royal Caribbean targeted
vacationers who had perhaps never

intended to take a cruise. “We set out to
disrupt the vacation industry by offering
one-of-a-kind, land-based attractions in the
midst of a cruise, and we did just that,” she
said.

The private island as revenue
generator

Much like a trip to Walt Disney World,
these new attractions and excursions come
at a cost. 

On a January 2020 visit to Perfect Day at
CocoCay, a full day pass to the island’s
waterpark – the only way to visit its most
thrilling attractions – was priced at $89 per
person. For a family of four, that comes to
$356 – a tidy sum that, in some cases,
could run more than the per-person cost of
a short cruise. 

Royal Caribbean also offers plenty of
luxurious diversions, priced accordingly. A
private waterpark cabana will run $999 for
up to six guests, while cabanas at Chill
Island and Oasis Lagoon cost $1,099 for up
to eight. A ride in the island’s helium balloon
is priced at $64 for adults and $34 for kids
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MSC Divina docked at Ocean Cay MSC Marine Reserve, Bahamas. MSC Cruises plans to
introduce a Conservation Centre on Ocean Cay MSC Marine Reserve, Bahamas, which will
serve as an active base for coral education and research.

Photo: Conrad Schutt © AP Images for MSC Cruises 

On 5 December 2019, MSC Cruises
welcomed its first guests to Ocean Cay
MSC Marine Reserve, its new private island
destination in the Bahamas.

Photo: © AP Images for MSC Cruises
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aged 4–12 years, while a host of other
additional-cost items like floating beach
mats, kayak adventures, wave jet rides, and
snorkelling can also be enjoyed.

It’s a smart strategy, and no doubt the
reason that Royal Caribbean began offering
itineraries in late 2019 that offered two days
at Perfect Day. With up to two ships docked
in port at once, Royal Caribbean is poised
to have a perfect day – and a perfect return
on investment. Not bad considering that the
line inherited CocoCay, also known as Little
Stirrup Cay, when it acquired now-defunct
Admiral Cruises back in 1990. 

In an earnings call in 2019, Royal
Caribbean CEO Richard Fain said that
shareholders were pleased as well. “I have
to say that all that love from our guests is
turning in a nice return for our shareholders
too,” he remarked. “Itineraries that include
Perfect Day … are up double digits versus
the same time last year.”

Have dock, will cruise
Disney Cruise Line was one of the first

to build a concrete docking pier when it
developed Castaway Cay in the late 1990s.
From the outset, Disney didn’t want to have
to tender guests ashore, correctly assuming
that a dock would enable passengers to get
ashore faster and more efficiently and
reduce the risk of weather-related
cancellations. 

That convenience hasn’t gone
unnoticed. When Royal Caribbean
redeveloped CocoCay into Perfect Day at
CocoCay starting in 2018, one of the first
things the company did was to draw up
plans for a concrete dock apron that would
be able to berth two Oasis-class ships at a
time. Two Royal Caribbean vessels can call
for a full day at Perfect Day at CocoCay,
increasing the amount of time guests can
spend on the island (and, presumably, on

revenue-related activities) and limiting costs
for things like fuel when compared with
traditional tender-based anchorages. 

“The investment in the pier was actually
what kicked off this whole dream project,”
Diaz-Gonzalez told CruiseTimes. “Building a
dedicated pier brought with it a multitude of
advantages: Tenders were no longer
needed to bring guests to the island, so it
made the experience hassle-free, but best
of all [it led to] less missed calls at
CocoCay. Before the pier was completed, if
the weather was less than ideal, it meant
missing a call or less time on the island. I
remember being a guest onboard and
missing CocoCay quite a few times and
being extremely disappointed. Having the
pier meant that our guests get to enjoy the
beautiful beaches and this incredible island
almost every time as planned.”

That isn’t to say that weather-related
cancellations never happen, but the addition
of a concrete dock to CocoCay does
increase the parameters that ships can
handle before they must make the decision
to cancel the call, thereby increasing the

usability of the island. 
Other lines are following suit. In August

2019, Holland America Line announced
further upgrades to Half Moon Cay to the
tune of $80 million. One such upgrade is the
addition of a physical dock that will
eliminate the need for tendering operations
on the island for the first time since Holland
America purchased it in 1996. 

Ease of access and technology
On Perfect Day at CocoCay, Royal

Caribbean made drastic improvements to
the island during its transformation that
allowed guests who purchased the
company’s Voom internet packages
onboard the ship to access the Wi-Fi on the
island. It also allowed for beverage
packages bought onboard to be used
seamlessly when on the island as well,
eliminating the need for cash transactions
for all but select local shops selling
authentic Bahamian products (and most of
those vendors will take the company’s
SeaPass cards). 

“We benefitted from having collective
experience from the best manufacturers and
suppliers, and employees from our brand,”
said Diaz-Gonzalez. “Everybody worked
together, listened, and collaborated. We
were able to push the envelope by putting a
dream team of people together to create the
perfect day.

“The Royal Caribbean app is a digital
platform that touches every part of the
vacation experience. The app allows guests
to view wayfinding maps that help navigate
the island and book specialty dining,
excursions, or shows for when they return to
the ship. We’re making updates and adding
new features to the app on a weekly basis,
so guests can expect new features to be
unlocked almost every time they visit the
island.”

Although Half Moon Cay is owned by Holland America Line, sister brand Carnival has begun to
use it more in recent years.  

Castaway Cay has consistently ranked among the best of the cruise line Caribbean private
islands in surveys among passengers and media. Photos: Aaron Saunders
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MSC Cruises is using technology in a
different fashion. The line constructed a
comprehensive conservation and research
centre on its Ocean Cay Marine Reserve,
with a mandate to carry out research and
education on the fragility of sea coral. In
addition to 7,500 tons of scrap metal that
were removed from the island – a former
quarry – MSC also removed hard coral
colonies from the debris on the ocean bed
and relocated them outside the construction
area. 

MSC plans to create a biodiverse,
sustainable environment on the island, and
it planted over 75,000 plants and shrubs
across the island prior to its opening. 

“Ocean Cay is founded on a deep
commitment to ecological principles –
beliefs that shape everything from how
venues are built, to how the island is run, to
the kinds of activities featured on the
island,” said MSC’s executive chairman
Pierfrancesco Vago. “We wanted to create
for our guests something sustainable, with a
higher purpose. Ocean Cay is not just a
holiday island – it is a unique marine reserve
where people and nature thrive in harmony.”

The future of the private island
The future of the cruise private island

continues to evolve as lines seek to innovate
and bring healthy competition to landside
operations. 

Spurred on by the success of Castaway
Cay, Disney Cruise Line plans to develop a
second private island to accommodate
demand as it expands its fleet. The line
reached an agreement with the Bahamian
government for a new development at
Lighthouse Point on the island of Eleuthera.
The project, valued at $250-million-plus –
some peg it as high as $400 million – is
currently undergoing an environmental
impact assessment and consultations with

local stakeholders. 
Lighthouse Point is not without

controversy, however. Two groups, BREEF
and reEarth, oppose the project on
environmental grounds, launching a “Stop
Disney” campaign to pressure the cruise
line to halt development. Residents of
Eleuthera are split on the project, with many
supporting it on economic grounds. Disney
pays workers on Castaway Cay three times
the average minimum wage in the
Bahamas. 

Others point to the Bahamian Ministry of
Tourism’s own data, which shows that
annually 4.7 million of the 6.3 million tourists
to the Bahamas arrive via cruise ship yet
account for only 11 per cent of total
spending. Some see the development of
private islands as funnelling money out of
established town centres like Nassau and
Freeport. 

If Lighthouse Point goes ahead, Disney
could pave the way for cruise lines to
establish multiple private islands in a single
destination, thereby allowing lines to
dramatically increase calls – and profits – at

the same time. 
The question remains, however, whether

this could be too much of a good thing. Will
travellers want to take a cruise where the
majority of the stops are manufactured ports
of call with plenty of thrills but little
authenticity? Will they care? 

Royal Caribbean, for one, plans to take
its private island experience on the road,
having recently announced its newest
destination, Perfect Day at Lelepa, Vanuatu. 

“The South Pacific location will have a
different look and feel from Perfect Day at
CocoCay,” said Diaz-Gonzalez. “Our guests
around the world have different definitions of
their perfect day – and our designers are
working to create the ideal South Pacific
experience. Perfect Day at Lelepa will also
be built with sustainability features designed
to safeguard the island’s ecosystems and
will be the first carbon-neutral private cruise
destination in the world.”

Much like the cruise industry itself, the
private island experience is a concept that
continues to evolve and mature – perhaps
now more than ever. 

Royal Caribbean’s biggest and smallest ships – Harmony of the Seas and Empress of the Seas
– docked at Perfect Day at CocoCay. 

Not only is the island a hit with guests, it is
also an excellent revenue generator, with
private cabanas and other features bringing
in extra dollars. 

Royal Caribbean has branded CocoCay as “Perfect Day” in an effort to make the island a
destination in its own right. Photos: Aaron Saunders


